
Checklist: 10 Key Points to Ensure
the Security of Your Hotel

When travelers evaluate a hotel, comfort and
experience are essential. Make sure that the security of
your hotel is among the positive elements. Investing in
security can not only strengthen your customers' trust
but also enhance their overall experience. Follow this
checklist to ensure the security of your hotel.



Opt for intelligent lock and access card systems to streamline your
customers' experience. These systems eliminate key loss issues,
offer precise access control, and allow efficient management of
access areas for staff.

Smart Access Card Systems 

Unattended hours can create vulnerabilities. Use an access control
system with integrated cameras to maintain security during these
periods. Cameras provide a visual means to monitor entries and
reinforce the establishment's security.

Security during Unattended Periods 



If your hotel lacks night staff, Protectas can be your solution. Their
camera operators grant access to authorized guests by verifying
provided lists, providing additional security during unsupervised
hours.

Night Assistance by Protectas 

For an always operational reception, consider relying on Protectas'
reception staff. Trained in security and first aid, these professionals
ensure continuous physical presence, with a guarantee of
replacement in case of absenteeism.

Reception Management by Protectas 

Late hours can be conducive to unexpected situations. Opt for a
mobile security solution for constant monitoring of your
establishment. A mobile guard ensures maximum vigilance, even
during off-peak hours.

24/7 Surveillance 



Prevent internal theft by implementing exit control. Protectas can
conduct random staff checks on random days, thereby reinforcing
confidence in the hotel's internal security.

Exit Control 

Procedures Develop clear fire emergency procedures to ensure the
safety of your staff and guests. It's essential to train evacuation
leaders and staff in first aid. For multi-story establishments,
designate evacuation leaders for each floor.

Fire Emergency 

Provide your staff with ongoing training in security, first aid, and
proper use of fire extinguishers. Securitas offers comprehensive
programs to ensure your team is always ready to handle any
emergency situation.

Continuous Training 



Consider security as a long-term investment. The costs associated
with security are minimal compared to the consequences of a major
incident. Prioritize security to protect your customers, staff, and your
hotel's reputation.

Long-term Investment in Security

Make Protectas your trusted security partner. Initial risk assessments,
customized security solutions, and complete project management
ensure optimal security. By choosing Protectas, you simplify the
management of your hotel's security with a single point of contact
for all your concerns.

Seek Help from a Security Partner 

lausanne@protectas.comContact:


